Our Company &
Philosophy
U. S. Sedan is locally owned and operated
and has grown to be the preferred chauffeur
company with affiliates and locations servicing
the greater DC metropolitan area and 570
cities worldwide.
At U.S. Sedan, our philosophy is
to provide you with service that
exemplifies superb quality, security
and professionalism. Our commitment
to a job well done is our reward.
U.S. Sedan imparts the same expert
level of service and attention to each
and every client we serve.

Specializing in Worldwide
Transportation Services for:

• PRIVATE AVIATION
• DIPLOMATIC/EMBASSIES
• EXECUTIVES/CORPORATE
• MEETINGS & CONFERENCES
• HOSPITALITY/HOTEL

Our Record
U.S. Sedan leads the Washington, DC
metropolitan area in quality rankings. We
were rated #1 in service and maintain the
highest quality rating by Affiliate Ranking.
Additionally, U.S. Sedan received the highest
rating available from a recent Department of
Transportation audit.
We are the preferred transportation provider
for Ritz Carlton hotels, Landmark Aviation,
Signature Aviation, and many airfields, FBO’s
and Aircraft handlers in North America, Europe
and Asia. We pride ourselves on our record and
strive for excellence in everything we do.

Our Staff
Professional and experienced Chauffeurs
are the backbone of U.S. Sedan Service. Our
chauffeurs are thoroughly screened, including
background checks and drug screenings. Each
driver completes a comprehensive certified
training program, regardless of their prior
experience.
Each professional chauffeur has security
clearance to permit service in restricted
locations. Their extensive local geographical
and technical knowledge allows for a quick
response to changing road environments
and itinerary modifications, which ensures
punctuality for our clients.

Available 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.

1-888-US-SEDAN
(1-888-877-3326)
tel. 703-661-1331
fax 703-661-1441
22800 Executive Drive
Suite 130
Sterling, VA 20166
reservations@ussedan.com

www.ussedan.com

We take care of the
transportation, so you
can take care of business.
Uncompromised
attention to detail,
exceeding expectations,
and limitless luxury
are what make
U.S. Sedan Worldwide
a leading chauffeur
company for private
aviation transportation.

Private Aviation Services

Global Reach

U.S. Sedan Worldwide has become the
first choice for the private aviation industry,
including airfields, FBO’s and Aircraft handlers
in North America, Europe and Asia.

We provide service to 650 locations in
570 cities worldwide through our affiliate
network and we service 700 commercial airports
and 5,000 general aviation terminals globally.

We service 5,000 general aviation terminals
globally. Each flight is monitored and tracked by
state-of-the-art software that is updated in real
time using FAA data. When flight diversions,
weather delays or unscheduled events occur, each
driver is able to react quickly and reposition your
vehicle for pickup at a different location or time.

Technology

Drivers have access to the latest in mobile
technology and are highly knowledgeable of
local geography making them extremely
efficient at accommodating modified schedules.
Additionally, your reserved car can be tracked
in real time via our GPS system, then
reported to you by email or telephone for
added peace of mind.

Our Fleet

We also have an in-house concierge who can
assist you with changing plans during trips,
including reservations, itinerary, and customized
sightseeing tours. To ensure each reservation is
carried out seamlessly, our courteous telephone
representatives are in constant contact with
our chauffeurs.
Upon request, U.S. Sedan Service can
arrange for special security services including
Armored Transport Vehicles, Motorcade
Security, Executive protection, Security Escorts
and Bodyguards for added safety.
Available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
our seasoned agents understand the world of
private aviation and work vigorously to meet
your needs.

U.S. Sedan offers the most advanced GPS, weather,
and on-board flight tracking capabilities in the industry
to ensure accurate, on-time arrivals and departures. We
can monitor and track your vehicle by GPS so that you
are aware of its location and anticipated arrival times.

Stunning executive Mercedes, Cadillac, and Lincoln
sedans, SUV’s, limousines, and executive vans, motor
coaches, and buses make up our meticulously maintained
fleet. We go to great lengths to ensure the vehicles we
operate are in pristine condition. Each vehicle is expertly
serviced and professionally maintained and all are
well-equipped with the latest technology and features
you come to expect from a luxury vehicle.
Our executive accommodations include satellite
radio and television, which allows en route access to
market numbers, business news, and global events.
U.S. Sedan’s extensive selection and personalized services
guarantee that we can accommodate any transportation
requirement you may have, anywhere in the world.

